
07.01.21 My Plan: Superheroes vs. Villains! 

  

1. The opening to your story and how you will set the scene 

My superhero is called Crystal Angel, who is 16 years old. Crystal has beautiful long blonde 
hair, bright blue eyes, she has a rosy complexion and always has a huge happy smile. Crystal 
Angel has an evil twin called Thunder Demon who has red hair, brown eyes, a very pale 
complexion and a very sinister grin. 

Crystal Angel has strange powers that allow her to create a forcefield around things, the 
power of invisibility and can shoot laser beams from specially made gloves that she wears. 

Thunder Demon has very different powers that allow her to make thunder claps whenever she 
wants, even on very sunny days and is also able to conjure up fireballs that come down from 
the sky which she can force them towards objects with a swift movement of her hands. 

2. Build up: A problem that occurs and what it is 

Thunder Demon is so frustrated with Crystal Angel who is always saving the day and needs 
to get lots of money and jewels so she can leave their city and find a new city where she can 
have success in her plans. 

3. Problem: How will your superhero find out about this 
problem? 

Crystal Angel is able to realise what Thunder Demon is plotting because she has a form of 
twin telepathy which always gives her a huge advantage over Thunder Demon. 

4. Resolution: How your superhero overcomes the problem 

Due to her twin telepathy, Crystal Angel sees images in her mind of Thunder Demon 
attacking her with her fireballs after Crystal Angel attempts to spoil her plans once more and 
this allows Crystal Angel to plan ahead once again. 

5. Ending: What happened as a result of your superhero’s 
actions 

Thunder Demon loses her powers and becomes a normal girl 


